Jacobs Names 11 New Faculty Staff Members

President Jacobs recently announced that the Board of Trustees had appointed 11 new administrative staff and the full text of the announcement is:

Those appointed to the faculty include: Dr. M. Curtis Langb

Jacob SUV, a new student government organization, has announced the opening of its first "ci

PKA’s 78 Average Wins Scholarship

The Woodrow Wilson National Fellowship Foundation has announced the opening of its fellowship program for the 1960-61 academic year. The choice of universities and colleges for this year’s fellowship program is to be announced at a later date.

To this end the Wilson Foundation annually awards 1,000 fellowships for first-year graduate study at any university of the recipient’s choice in the United States or Canada. Woodrow Wilson Fellowships carry stipends of $1,500, plus full tuition and fees, and, in the case of married fellows, a dependency allowance for women and children. The Fellows’ program is open to college graduates in the natural and social sciences and humanities. Men and women are eligible, and there is no limit on the age of the candidate or the number of years he may have been out of college.

The society has innumerable civic high demands on its agenda, as well as the number of Kalamazoo college debate tournaments. December 5 the American Society will supervise the New England Preparatory School Debat

Athenaeum to Host Cambridge Debaters

The Athenaeum Society will host the debaters from Cambridge University, England, on February 26. The second successive year that the society has debated a touring British formal organization last year. Trin

Must Be Nominated

The Woodrow Wilson Foundation does not accept applications directly from students. Candidates for the award must be nominated by a faculty member. Nominations are invited to declare themselves as active candidates for the award by completing the necessary application forms. Winners of the award are selected through procedures of the society’s regional selection committees, made up of faculty members from the regions’ universities and colleges.

Last year, in an experimental pro

ribicoff Appoints 2 Faculty Members to State Committees

James E. Craven, professor of history, and Dr. George B. Cooper, professor of philosophy, have been appointed to state committees by Connecticut Governor Alger Harlow.

Dr. George B. Cooper, professor of history, and Dr. James E. Craven, professor of philosophy, have been appointed to state committees by Connecticut Governor Alger Harlow. Dr. Cooper was elected as a member of the state and the only one of Hartford County to be elected as a member of the legislature.

Dr. Craven has replaced the late Chief Justices Edward J. Daly on the State Library Com

All freshmen who are interested in participating in PKA will receive information on new features, sports and arts programs, and who have not been contacted, are requested to stop at the TRIPID office on Monday evening.

The closing date for nominations for the academic year 1960-61 is October 31, 1959. Nominations should be sent to the chairman of the selection committee at the college or university of the candidate who is a member of the selection committee.

The society has innumerable civic high demands on its agenda, as well as the number of Kalamazoo college debate tournaments. December 5 the American Society will supervise the New England Preparatory School Debat

Meade Uses Grant For Studies of Time

Dr. Robert Meade, professor of psychology, has been awarded a grant of $6,000 by the National Institute of Mental Health for research to be conducted during the coming year. The project, which is entitled "Subjective Time" in the title of the patient's study, will be studied under conditions which time seems to be perceived by the subject personally. The money will be used to procure equipment and to maintain the subject's comfort for the experimental conditions.
ACADEMICALLY ADJUSTED FRATERNITIES

Isn’t it about time we asked ourselves where fraternities are headed? On other campuses they are part of the present, the present academic society, but in most cases these were formed by the fraternities of the past.

It has been fortunate enough to have an administration which believes in reasonable autonomy of the fraternities from the removal of all restrictions and clauses. Possibly this is fortunate, for a re-evaluation of the vitality of the Trinity fraternity in the academic college community.

It the belief of the Tripod that fraternities, both here and elsewhere, have failed to keep pace with the rapid changes within society and atmosphere of the college community. Certainly, the scholastic demands of today and those of yesterday do not parallel, and fraternities have not been able to adapt to them.

It has been fortunate that the Tripod has been able to recognize the right to select the fraternity, but it is disturbing that many fraternities are isolated on the basis of superficial prejudices.

At Trinity, fraternities are failing to attract and hold new members. The fraternities here do not please the students. Undoubtedly among the 87 eligible sophomores, many of whom are still living in the parish, there are many who would be an asset to a fraternity, if they felt the fraternities offered an intellectual and social atmosphere for their existence.

Another fraternity tradition that conflicts with the modern student of today is the initiation ceremony, which culminates in "Hell" or "Help" Week. This week the fraternity will initiate the student from satisfactory completing his academic commitments. However, a few fraternities have modified their ceremony, and have effected measures which uphold their traditions, and yet do not conflict with the study demands of the student.

Above, we have mentioned many problems confronting fraternities at Trinity. As varied as these problems may seem, basically they stem from the belief that fraternities are the places where young men can make friends and themselves and themselves first and the college second. We have been given a great amount of freedom in creating these organizations, and whether we realize it or not, we have taken advantage of this freedom.

It is for this reason that the Tripod offers this editorial, in order not to promote immediate drastic changes; instead it is hoped that it will prod fraternities to re-evaluate their role in the growing academic community.

Alpha Chi Rho Speaks

To the Editor:

In reference to your editorial of last week entitled "Try to Be Earlier Than to Scren," I wish to clear up any misconceptions by stating the basic principles of Alpha Chi Rho.

Alpha Chi Rho does not discriminate. As stated in our exoteric landmarks, "Membership in Alpha Chi Rho is not denied by reason of race, color or religion..."

(Continued on page 3)

Macmillan's Party Banks Hope on Prosperity

By JOHN HENRY

For the past three weeks, Britain’s major political parties have been contending for control of Parliament. Tomorrow, the English electorate will bring the campaign to a climax by handing over the reins of government to whichever party wins the general election since 1951.

From the point of view of the American spectator, the system of the British parliamentary system, that party which takes the majority of the country's more than 600 constituencies will designate the Prime Minister. He must be a member of the lower house of Parliament. Thus, a majority of a Conservative party would be Harold Macmillan, who has held that office since 1957. Should the Socialists win, Hugh Gaitskell, who represents for his party the country of Scotland, would become Prime Minister.

The tone of the campaign is on the whole like that of the English people — reserved and sober. Cynicism and boisterousness are standards that may be met with little success, for the English are wont to be well-dressed, well-behaved, and cautious. The British elector is not a party person, and votes as he pleases, not being likely to carefully examine what the candidates have to offer.

For the last three weeks, the Conservatives, the Labour Party, and the Liberal Party have been contending for the votes of the English electorate. The Conservatives have been led by Mr. Macmillan, who has been Prime Minister since 1957. The Liberal Party has been led by Mr. Gaitskell, who has been Prime Minister since 1951.

The best chance in both the Conservative and Labour platforms seems to be the full pocket book. The Tories are trying to capitalize on the idea that the country is now in a better position than it was previously. The Labour Party, on the other hand, is trying to stress the idea that the country is now in a better position than it was previously.

The biggest plank in both the Conservative and Labour platforms seems to be the full pocket book. The Tories are trying to capitalize on the idea that the country is now in a better position than it was previously. The Labour Party, on the other hand, is trying to stress the idea that the country is now in a better position than it was previously.

If elected, the Labour Party promises redistribution of wealth through "wage-earners and through increased nationalization of the nation's industry. The Labour Party has been accused of "taking the sword against all the other political parties, but in reality, the Labour Party is a non-partisan organization that is trying to do what is best for the country."
Alumni Groups To Confer Here

Three Trinity alumni groups will participate in the Third Annual Campus Conference next Friday and Saturday. The conferences will be held in the Hamlin Hall Saturday night.

The campus area association board, and alumni interviewers will register Friday evening, enjoy a buffet dinner at the meeting of the annual banquet.

The Council consists of representatives from each of the groups. Its purpose is to supervise and coordinate alumni activity, and the officers, and alumni interviewers will participate in the college's two-day conference. To confer here.

Its support and money behind the sports, the Conservatives can claim credit over the Socialists. Nevertheless, for reasons not exactly clear, the conservative edge is down somewhat from a tried and true formula for political machine in England, it fell out of control over the Socialists. It is now to control Parliament, the Liberals favor around World War I, is now to control Parliament, the Liberals

According to most reliable observers, the Conservatives can claim credit over the Socialists. Nevertheless, for reasons not exactly clear, the conservative edge is down somewhat from a tried and true formula for political machine in England, it fell out of control over the Socialists. It is now to control Parliament, the Liberals favor around World War I, is now to control Parliament, the Liberals

Call me Fishmeal. Some months ago—don't trouble yourself about how many—I was a deck hand aboard the charter boat Pepeol, a most melancholy craft sailing out of Bay Shore, Long Island. There are certain queer times in this patchwork quilt we call life when a man discerns the approach of some calamitous event; such a time came to me of a hot Saturday morning, as we were icing the Schaefer beer for the day's fishing. I don't know but I'm afraid about Captain Ahab, asleep in his cabin since Thursday night—he swore he had contracted sleeping sickness in a battle with Mopy Dick, the Lazy Whale, and I found myself beset by the fear Ahab would attempt vengeance. The natural unction of our fishing party, gentle­men from the city of the Mahatteos, mounted even higher when they espied the Pepeol all aglimmer in ice and sunlight. "Ah!" cried one, "it is evident you know what is heard in the best of circles!" "Aye, aye," said Moobuck, our first mate, "'Schaefer all around!'"

Sullivan Chosen for Athenaeum Head

The newly-elected officers of the Athenaeum Society are William Sullivan, President; Robert Rodney, Vice-President; and Spike Gunners, Secretary-Treasurer. All three are junior.

The schedule for the Athenaeum this year is to be announced, but a full calendar of debate tournaments, plus a full agenda of debate activities, is planned for the society.

Mr. Butler has scheduled a meeting for Thursday, October 15, at 1:30 P.M. in the Chemistry Auditorium for the purpose of discussing the proposed department merger. At the meeting, he will discuss the placement program regarding men currently interested in graduate schools and employment.

Dr.Perkins Dies; Taught Physics

Mr. Henry A. Perkins, 76, one of Trinity's patriarchs of educational, died Sunday at his home in West Hartford at the age of 64. He had been a judge of the Hartford Republican Court since 1928.

At Trinity, Judge Johnson was vice-director of his class and a member of Phi Beta Kappa. After graduation from Harvard Law School, he served as an assistant district attorney and grand juror in Hartford. In 1929 he was appointed to the Superior Court and launched a thirty year career with that court.

Judge Johnson, 76, a Trinity alumnus and lifetime resident of Hartford, died Sunday at his home in West Hartford at the age of 64. He had been a judge of the Hartford Republican Court since 1928.

Mr. Perkins graduated with his B.A. from Exeter College, Oxford in 1952. Judge Johnston was head of the Hartford High School, and was a member of Phi Beta Kappa. After graduation from Harvard Law School, he served as an assistant district attorney and grand juror in Hartford. In 1929 he was appointed to the Superior Court and launched a thirty year career with that court.

The judgment of our fishing party, gentlemen from the city of the Mahatteos, mounted even higher when they espied the Pepeol all aglimmer in ice and sunlight. "Ah!" cried one, "it is evident you know what is heard in the best of circles!" "Aye, aye," said Moobuck, our first mate, "'Schaefer all around!'"
Intramural Competition Under Way

Coach Karl Kurth announced this week that the intramural program now in full swing after several weeks of organizing and practices, will again be highlighted by an all-star game. The contest, scheduled for November 10, on the varsity field, will again feature teams chosen by the players themselves, competing with all admission charges going into the Campus Chest fund.

Crew started on its quest for a third straight victory in the all-sports cup by picking up victories in the first week of football. They defeated Jarvis vs. Phi Psi and took a forfeit from the NEDS. TX and AD both have victories to trail the leaders in the National League. PKA and Phi Psi played to a scoreless tie.

ROTC forfeits

In the American loop, Delta Phi defeated St. A's 13-0. DPhi, runners-up last year, also defeated St. A's in tennis 3-1 and took a forfeit from the ROTC organization. Psi U, Sigma Nu, and Browne all picked up wins in that league.

TX took a default from the NEDS and AD defeated the Bantams in National League not play.

All teams are reminded that intramural points are awarded in a sport for finishing a team at every game, even if the squad falls to have a successful season. In this manner a team, whose in every game, can actually score more points over-all than another which forfeited several games.

58 Bantams Hat

This is particularly applicable to the freshmen teams, whose inability to show up for games has been noticed. Last year's Bantam team was able to score a good number of points in the scoring and fielded better-than-average teams in football, basketball, and baseball.

Looking over the football teams, many of last year's all-stars are returning to play prominent roles in the race. Charlie Bertram again leads Crew with Bob Brown and Wayne Mahringer also in the lineup. J. L. Gage leads the AD forward charge with Al Caple and Spalding Mark Smith in the backfield. TX, with George Black in control and Bob Longen at end, will be a formidable team to face. Bill Sullivan and Frank Broughton for PKA and Les Schlenfeld and John Hering for Phi Psi stood out in their tie game.

American League

In the American League, Charlie Bergmann and Bill Fravley lead a strong Sigma Nu club anchored by talented new men. Mike Zitt and Mike Washington, both all-stars, are in the backfield for the Jaguars. DPhi must again be rated highly after their win over St. A's.

DPhi Big

Ed Cimillucca and Dave Rutherford team up on pass combinations, while classy Art Dominguez in the center of the line side much to the 290-lb. line. Bob Woodward was outstanding for St. A's in the game. Garrick Crang made Pulli, while Chris Glaire stars for DKE. Although not much is known about Brownev, it is rumored that their team is one to be reckoned with.

Field #1 is outside the fence parallel to Broad St. Field #2 is inside the fence, also parallel to Broad St. and #3 is inside, parallel to Vernon St.

Tongue-in-check, Trinity's All-American Alex Gold scots a determined but frustrated Coast Guard defender as inside Thcop Bergh looks on. Photo by Fred M. Soto.

Intramural Schedule

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TENNIS FOR THE WEEK</th>
<th>FOOTBALL FOR THE WEEK</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Thursday, October 8</td>
<td>Thursday, October 8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Brown vs. Sigma Nu</td>
<td>Sigma Nu vs. Phi Psi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. South</td>
<td>Palmer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Phi Psi</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friday, October 9</td>
<td>Friday, October 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>North</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDS vs. PKA</td>
<td>Delta Phi vs. DKE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Center</td>
<td>Center</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. Phi Psi</td>
<td>vs. Pi K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tuesday, October 13</td>
<td>Tuesday, October 13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC vs. Jaguars</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. A's vs. Phi U</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bantams vs. Phi Psi</td>
<td>DPhi vs. Sigma Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDS vs. AD</td>
<td>Wednesday, October 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, October 14</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Psi vs. Jaguars</td>
<td>DPhi vs. Sigma Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. DPhi</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC vs. Sigma Nu</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

QUEEN. First chance you get, really treat her royally. Celebrate your date with Budweiser, the King of Beers!

On Campus

In the American league, Charlie Bergmann and Bill Fravley lead a strong Sigma Nu club anchored by talented new men. Mike Zitt and Mike Washington, both all-stars, are in the backfield for the Jaguars. DPhi must again be rated highly after their win over St. A's.

DPhi Big

Ed Cimillucca and Dave Rutherford team up on pass combinations, while classy Art Dominguez in the center of the line side much to the 290-lb. line. Bob Woodward was outstanding for St. A's in the game. Garrick Crang made Pulli, while Chris Glaire stars for DKE. Although not much is known about Brownev, it is rumored that their team is one to be reckoned with.

Field #1 is outside the fence parallel to Broad St. Field #2 is inside the fence, also parallel to Broad St. and #3 is inside, parallel to Vernon St.

Tongue-in-check, Trinity's All-American Alex Gold scots a determined but frustrated Coast Guard defender as inside Thcop Bergh looks on. Photo by Fred M. Soto.
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</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC vs. Jaguars</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>St. A's vs. Phi U</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bantams vs. Phi Psi</td>
<td>DPhi vs. Sigma Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>NEDS vs. AD</td>
<td>Wednesday, October 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wednesday, October 14</td>
<td>North</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phi Psi vs. Jaguars</td>
<td>DPhi vs. Sigma Nu</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>vs. DPhi</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ROTC vs. Sigma Nu</td>
<td>South</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FASTER, FASTER!

College enrollment continues to spiral upward. The need for more classrooms and more teachers grows more desperate daily. But classrooms, also, do not spring up like mushrooms—nor teachers like May flies. So what must we do while we build more classrooms and train more teachers? We must get better use out of the classrooms and teachers we now have. That's what we must do.

This column, normally a vehicle of good-humored folly, will today forsake laughter to examine the crisis in higher education. My sponsors, the makers of Philip Morris Cigarettes, so many a bunch of tyroons as you will see in a month of Sundays, have given cheerful consent to this departure. Oh, splendid chase they are—the makers of Philip Morris, fond of home, mother, marriage, the Constitution and country fiddling! Twinkly and engaging they are, as full of joy, as brimming with goodness, as loaded with felicity as the cigarettes they bring home, mother, porridge, the Constitution and country fiddling!

How can we make better use of existing campus facilities? The answer can be given in one word—speed up! Speed up the educational process—streamline courses. Eliminate frills. Streamline. Quicken.

"The answer can be given in one word..."

Following is a list of courses with suggested methods to speed up each one.

PHYSICS—Eliminate slow neutrums.

PSYCHOLOGY LAB—Till the mazes downhill. The white mice will run much faster.

ENGINEERING—Make slide rules half as long.

MUSIC—Change all tempos to allegro. (An added benefit to be gained from this suggestion is that once you speed up a little bit, campus proms will all be over by ten p.m. With students going home so early, romance will languish and marriage counselors can be transferred to the Buildings and Grounds Department. Also, houses now used for married students can be returned to the School of Biblical Humanity.)

ALGEBRA—If X always equals twenty-four, much time-consuming computation can be eliminated.

DENTISTRY—Skip baby teeth—they fall out anyhow.

POETRY—Amalgamate the classes. Like this:

Hail to the little pink
Shof if you must that old grey head
You ain't nothin' but a bound dog
Snuffling, the boy out door.

You see how simple it is? Perhaps you have some speedup ideas of your own. If so, I'll thank you to keep them to yourself.

* * *

The Philip Morris Company, makers of Philip Morris, Marlboros and Alpines, have no interest in speedups. We are for more teachers slow and easy and full of natural tobacco goodness.

Queen's First chance you get, really treat her royally. Celebrate your date with Budweiser the King of Beers!
DANGEROUS TWINS ELEVEN HERE; BANTAMS MUST HALF RUNNING DUO

Every year after the Williams game the Bantams of Trinity College go out to work off to neat up and prepare for the majority of the football season yet to come. For the past few years the break has proved to be a blessing, indeed, for the next has always been the dangerous combo of Tufts, 1959, no exception.

Tufts comes into Hartford next Saturday fresh from two victories over Maine opponents. Bowdoin succumbed two weeks ago and Bates became victim number two.

Last year’s pile-driverful back, Jure Burzulis, has graduated, but this is not to say that Tufts will be without backfield talent, Mark Lydon and Murdock MacDonald, outstanding performers in last year’s contest. The Trinity in ’58, both return to once again give the Jumbos real powerhouse for they have been noted in recent years.

The consensus of the Trinity squad is that each year, the Tufts game is the most grueling. Coach Tim, Harry Aronsson, consistently develops a strong forward wall and has lately seen the addition of a strong backfield which leads to a rather different style of play for the opponent. Trinity will enter the fray in top shape. According to Coach Dan Jesse, every number of his squad will be ready for Tufts, Junior guard, truly enjoys the game.

Two weeks ago Dan Jesse humbled what was supposed to have anyth¬ ing more than a line score appear on their pages. The New York TIMES never fails to render 150 words whatever we are scheduled to face a Little Three opponent.

Towards the end of last season Amherst clef ated us by two touchdowns. The occasion warranted a headline in the TIMES.

Two weeks ago Dan Jesse’s forces humbled what was supposed to be the pride of the Little Three. That week the New York chronicler endeavored to print the score... no more, no less. Now that the Williams Purple Coat has been milked dry after another harrowing embarrassment in the hands of Coale, it may be wondered what kind of publicity they will receive for the season’s remainder.

The Little Three, with all their alumni influence and tradition, have lost five of the six games they have played. The fact that Trinity is ranked ahead of all these "Tiny Three" in annual Trophy ratings, and LeClerc, Bob Johnson, and Tony Sanders are as good a protected back as any professional New England circle will make hardly a dent on any sport sheet outside the Hartford area.

The Boston HERALD, realizing the possibility of a power in the making, has asked our public relations office to forward them information on a handful of our better prospects. They are also interested in a "Roger LeClerc for Little All-America campaign"... but to this date they are alone in their interests.

Soccer Team Edges Coast Guard 2-1, MIT and Tufts Face Squad This Week

The Trinity soccer team just managed to top a bumbling squad from the Coast Guard Academy, 2-1, Saturday in Hartford. Featuring a determined defense, the sailors managed to stall Trinity’s forward line, leading 1-0 when they received a chance to level the last quarter, as the Coast Guard took control. Coast Guard kicked off and penetrating about five feet into Trinity territory before losing possession. The rest of the quarter was spent at the Coast Guard goal in vain. Center-forward Richard Gould scored the icing on the cake after eight minutes of the second session. The goal was nowhere near the ball when it hit the net.

With six minutes left in play to the half, left center Throop Berger put Trinity’s second into the ball sliding through the goalie’s hands. Trinity retired at half-time with a comfortable, though not commanding, margin of two goals.

Second Half Slow

Play remained with the two teams playing equally. First goal, then the other, was attacked. After nine minutes of the quarter, Coast Guard struck paydirt. From then on it was their game. They dominated play, using their line endurance to outlast the Bantams, Trinity pass worked lack luster as the home team faltered from its first half control. Even in its mediocrity, Trinity was not without its stars. Baird Morgan played a tiresome 88 minutes of hustling center halfback leadership. He constantly kept his eager Coast Guard rivals to the ball. Captain John Bassett led the defensive unit to its fine one-goal performance. He also played the entire game, using his speed and effectiveness to thwart many threats.

Halfbacks Hutche

Last but not least were halfbacks Dave Aries and Bob Kugler who parried with Morgan in working the ball up the field. They played a good hard game in the alternate offensive-defense role of their positions.

The teams played MIT at home. Made up principally of foreign players, the game promises to be tough. A hart pounding finish should have the Bantams in top form for the return.

On Saturday the team travels to Boston to meet Tufts.
Glee Club Gets New School Song: ‘Go, Go, Go, Trinity, Go, Go, Go...’

The Trinity Glee Club recently received the music of a new college song by the composer of the routing favorite “Fight Trinity.” The release new number in March tempo is entitled, “Go, Go, Go” by Associate Professor Harry W. Nordstrom, ’19 for the 49th class reunion. The Glee Club will present the song for the first time in its concert on Parent’s Day.

The words to the song are:

When first we came to Trinity, some seniors said we must agree to learn the secret of the Trinity plan...

They taught us here, they beat us there, they moulded us with special care.

Each one of us is now a Trinity man.

(Chorus)—Go, Trinity—Go!—Go, Trinity—Go!

GO, GO, GO, for Trinity! (shout)

GO, Trinity—Go!—Go, Trinity—Go!

GO, GO, GO to victory (shout) *GO, GO, GO!

Forward, onward, fight against the foe—

Valiant men of Trinity let’s go! (shout) GO, Trinity—Go!—Go, Trinity—Go!

GO, GO, GO to victory—(Verse 2)

That winning spirit must prevail!

It’s fight with might and never fail

For that is the secret of the Trinity plan.

Get in there, team, and show that fight

That brought the Blue and Gold its might.

We’re with you each and every Trinity man.

(Chorus)

All students interested in playing hockey this Winter meet in Baldwin Lab 1:00 PM, Friday, October 9. If unable to attend, please leave name with number. Tony Cuiller, box 56.

The Jesters invite all interested students to submit sketches in a contest to select a design for the program cover for this year’s fall production. Designs should be in accord with the play “Tarantula,” depicting spirit of comedy, the theme of hypocrisy, and 17th Century French society. Sketches should be 5” x 8,” or smaller, and are to be submitted on Wednesday or Thursday evenings at the Jesters office. The winning entry will, at no cost, be printed on a program which will have wide circulation on and off campus, and although no prize will be given it is hoped that a large number of students will participate in the contest as a favor to the Jesters, and in hopes of seeing their work in print.

COLLEGE BARBER SHOP

1220 BROAD STREET

Satisfaction Guaranteed

THE TRINITY TRIPOD

October 7, 1959

G U A R N I E R I.

(Continued from page 2)

unreasonable nor alarming after sixteen years. So far in the young artist’s development, he has manifested ability and well the system of the Maestro. Guarneri’s portraits and landscapes are already at a high degree of perfection. As always in the creative arts, upon reaching this plateau it is, “where to now?” In spite of the tremendous influence of the teacher, and it should be evident for some time, there are exciting traces in this young painter’s work. Flashes of a personality so unlike the Master who seemed, it necessary serves, to keep his every brush stroke in rigid control. One example of latent individuality in the current show is to be seen in the oil self portrait; not in the seated figure of the artist but in the beautiful jade-colored background. This passage is treated in a very rough, bold manner with a large bristle brush, fully loaded and seemingly almost washed down from the center to the lower left. It is a beautiful area. There are other examples and like this one confined to secondary portions of the picture.

There is no doubt that the portraits of Guarneri will bring success, both artistic and financial, to the artist.

Professor Prezzolini, Professor Emeritus of Columbia University, pointed out in his Inauguration Lecture at the opening of the exhibition, “The portraits are remarkable likenesses with poetic overtones.” This is a debatable point for although he paints beautiful women, they are painted with restraint and detachment in the same way that Annamont filled his canvas of Queen Elizabeth with an overwhelming feeling of haughty aloofness.

Much of the work to be seen in the Conference room has mood. The fragility of color, the choice of subject and the inter simplification all gather together to create the “Guarneri Mood.” The question is, was those boldly, impudently, impassioned pictures seen only through the eyes of an expert technician or are they, as we strongly suspect, the harbinger of things to come. Given ten more years of personal experience, of trial and error and success, which he already has, it would be most interesting to see again the work of this extremely talented Flavio painter.

Dayton Hull, Representative of the U. S. Department of State, will be an campus Friday, October 9, from 2:50 to 4:00 in Goodwin Lounge to talk to students interested in the United States Scholars Program for the 1960-61 year. If you plan to attend, please stop in the Placement Office and give your name to Miss Burcham.

Still young and beautiful at age 75!

THEY SAID IT COULDN’T BE DONE... But America’s most famous lady does it!

No Paris design of 39 is more lovely than this ageless beauty, a gift from France 75 years ago. Miss Liberty has welcomed millions to these shores with the words, “Give me your tired, your poor, your huddled masses yearning to breathe free...” lift my lamp beside the golden door.

A cigarette that’s Low in tar with More taste to it!

THEY SAID IT COULDN’T BE DONE... THEY DIDN’T!

But LM does it!

When you’re in New York, be sure to make the trip over to see Miss Liberty. And whenever you are right now, enjoy the end of October’s--that kindest to your taste.

That’s LM--Low in tar, with more of the wonder more Americans switch to LM today! Live Modern...switch to LM! Live Modern with LM KINDEST TO YOUR TASTE!